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A Very Low Threshold Current, 780 nm Diffusion Stripe Laser Fabricated
by Open-tube, Two-step Zn Diffusion Technique

A.Shina, T.Kanizato, A.Takani, S.Karakida,
K.Isshiki, H.llatsubara and H.Kunabe

0ptoelectronic and llicrowave Devices R&D Laboratory,
llitsubishi Electric Corporation,

4-1 llizuhara, Itani, Hyogo 664, Japan

A Zn diffusion stripe Laser is fabricated by the netalorganic chenical
vapor deposition and open-tube, tno-step solid phase diffusion technique.
The diffusion stripe of the low p type carrier conce4tration is forned in
the active region and the low internal loss of 15cn-r is reaLized by these
nethods. The continuous Have threshold current at 20'C is 9.4nA. The
lasing Havelength is 780nn. The Iaser operates in the fundanental
transverse node.

1. Introduction
It is inportant for optical systens to

decrease the consunption of electric porer.

Decreasing the operating current of a Laser
diode as a lisht source, is one nethod to
reduce the potrer consunption in 'the sys-
ten. In ]otr lisht output power operation,
decreasing the threshold current is nore

effective than increasing the externaL
differential efficiency to reduce the power

consunption of laser. To date, various low

threshold current Laser diodes such as

buried heterostructurelrZ), diffusion stripe
structureS-s) and quantun Hell structu""6)
have been fabricated. To reaLize the low

threshold current and fundanental
transverse node easily, the junction stripe
lasers with an n type double heterostructure
and a p type Zn diffused region, have been

reported. However, the lasing waveLength of
these Lasers is nostly nore than 850nn,

Hhich is not suitable for the widely used

optical systens. The TJS (Transverse junc-

tion stripe) laserT) lasing at the widely
used waveLength around 780nn has been real-
ized in the fundanental transverse node.
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However, the threshold current is relatively
hieh (about 20nA), which is considered due

to the internal loss in the hishly doped Zn

diffused region in close vicinity to the
optical waveguide. Therefore, the threshold
current is expected to be decreased if this
internal Loss is reduced.

In this report, se present a Zn diffu-
sion stripe Laser diode of lorr internal
Loss, lasing in the wavelength range of
780nn. To reduce the internal loss, a ll0CVD

(netalorganic chenical vapor deposition) and

a tno-step, solid phase Zn diffusionS) tech-
nique are appLied in the fabrication of this
Laser.

2. Structure and Fabrication
Figure 1 shows the schenatic structure

of the Laser $hich consists of the followins
layersi n-Al.4gca.SZAs (Se, n=1E1?cr-3)
Lower claddins layer, n-Al .lSGa.gSAs (Se,

n=3E18cr-3) active Layer; r-A1.46Ga.sZAs
(Se, n=lEl?cr-3) upper claddins Layer, p-

A1.5gGa.5g As(Zn, p=5E1?cn-3) cument block-
ing layer and n-GaAs (Se, n=1E18cn-3) oh-

nic contact layer. These Layers are succes-
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Fig.l Structure and
of the laser

refractive index step

Fig.Z Apparatus used for the open-tube,
solid phase Zn Diffusion

sively gro$n on a (100) n-GaAs (Si,
n=1El8cr-3) substrate by the ll0CVD. The

Lateral waveguide and the p-n junction are

forned by a Zn diffused stripe region. The

Zn is diffused fron source of Zn in an open-

tube as shosn in Fig.2.
The fabrication process of the Zn dif-

fusion stripe is schenatically shown in
Fis.3. The diffusion stripe in the inner
region of the laser is forned by the follow-
ing steps!

(1) After the ll0CVD srosth, a Si3N4 filn
sith a stripe slit is forned on the surface

of the ohnic contact layer. A

ZnO(90nt$):Si02(10ut$) filn and a Si02 filn
are successively spattered on the wafer.

(2) For the diffusion of Zn, the wafer is
heated in the N2 anbient open-tube in the
tenperature range of 600-700'C. Zn is
sel.ectively diffused through the slit in the

Si3N4 filn into the epitaxial layers tiIl
the diffusion front is near the interface
between the p-blocking layer and the n-upper

claddins layer.
(lst step Zn diffusion)

(3) After renoval of these filns, a Si3N4

filn is forned again to protect the surface

of the wafer.

(4) The diffusion front is penetrated into
the active Layer by drive-in diffusion in
the tenperature rante of 900-950'C.

(Znd step Zn diffusion)

After renovaL of the Si3N4 filn, the
electrodes are forned on both sides of the
wafer. The cavity lensth of the laser is
300pn. The laser chip is nounted on a Si
subnount in a junction down configuration.

iot
(1) ZnO:SiO,

si3N4

1st step ditfusion

(3)

@) 2nd step diffusion
(drive-in)

Q)

Fig.3 Steps for fornation
stripe

of the diffusion



3. Result and Discussion

Fron the SIIIS (secondary ion nass

spectroscopy) profile and the shift of the

PL (photoluninescence) peak wavelength in
the Zn diffused region, the Zn concentra-

tion of the lst diffused region and that
of the Znd diffused region are estinated
to be about 1EZ0 and lglgcn_3, respec-

tively. As the refractive index, N, of
the p type 2nd diffused region in the ac-

tive Layer is a little higher as conpared

with that of the n type active Layer, the

lateral optical waveguide is forned as

shown in Fig.l. lloreover, the optical ab-

sorption is reduced since the hishlv doped

lst diffused region is placed above the uP-

per claddig layer.
Figure 4 shows the lisht output power

versus current (L-I) characteristics of the

laser under 20'C, CU (continuous naves) con-

ditions. The threshold current is 9.4n4

and the slope efficiency fron the front
facet is about 0.6H/4. The operating cur-
rent at 5nH is 18n4. No kink is observed
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up to at least 10nU. Fron the difference
between the external differential ef-
ficiencies of the uncoated laser and the
coated one, the internal loss, (tr I and the
internal differential efficienCvr rt i ,
are estinated to be about 15cn-1 and 0.?,
respectively. This a is snaller than the
value of the TJS laser (25 

"r-1) 
7) by

about 10 "r-1. The reason considered is
that the scattering loss and the absorption
are reduced nore as conpared with the TJS

Laser. In short, the scattering loss is
reduced by the very snooth interfaces in
the double heterostructure grosn by the
lt0CVD: and the absorption due to the free
carrier and the band shrinkage of the ac-

tive layer in close vicinity of waveguide

are reduced bf, the two-step diffusion
stripe structure.

The dependence of the L-I characteris-
tics on the tenperature is shosn in Fig.5.
The threshold currents are less than 20nA up

to 60" C. The operating current at SnU is
only 38nA even at 70'C. The characteristic
tenperature Tg is about 84K for the anbient
tenperature lower than 40'C.
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1.35tth (2mW)

780

Wavelength (nm)
785

full angles at half naxinun porrer, parallel
( g ll ) and perpendicular ( g I) to the
junction plane, are 11" and 34" , respec-

tively.

4. Conclusion

The diffusion stripe laser is fabri-
cated by ll0CVD and the open-tube, two-step

solid phase diffusion technique. The inter-
nal Loss is reduced by these nethods. The

log threshold current and the fundanental
transverse node operation are realized in
the wavelength range of 780nn. This laser
is expected to be useful for the 0EIC and

for optical systens $hich need lower poser

consunption.
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Fis.6 Ctl enission spectra of
different outputs
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The CU enission spectra for different,
outputs are shown in Fig.6. The lasing
wavelength is 780nn. Furthernore, the
singLe longitudinal node is clearLy indi-
cated for the output potrer over 2nU.

Figure 7 shows the far-field patterns

of the laser at 5nH. The sinsle-lobed far-
field patterns show that the laser operates

in the fundanental transverse node. The

0lr=11o
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